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Editor’s key points
† The authors explore the risks of
i.v. fluid therapy, explaining that
up to 20% of patients receiving
i.v. fluid may be subject to
inappropriate fluid therapy.
† They propose a model of fluid
therapy that considers i.v. fluid
therapy as a drug therapy, with
dose –response relationships
and side-effects.
† They suggest that individualized
fluid therapy has the potential to
reduce risk to patients.

I.V. fluid therapy plays a fundamental role in the management of hospitalized patients.
While the correct use of i.v. fluids can be lifesaving, recent literature demonstrates that
fluid therapy is not without risks. Indeed, the use of certain types and volumes of fluid
can increase the risk of harm, and even death, in some patient groups. Data from a
recent audit show us that the inappropriate use of fluids may occur in up to 20% of
patients receiving fluid therapy. The delegates of the 12th Acute Dialysis Quality
Initiative (ADQI) Conference sought to obtain consensus on the use of i.v. fluids with the
aim of producing guidance for their use. In this article, we review a recently proposed
model for fluid therapy in severe sepsis and propose a framework by which it could be
adopted for use in most situations where fluid management is required. Considering the
dose–effect relationship and side-effects of fluids, fluid therapy should be regarded
similar to other drug therapy with specific indications and tailored recommendations for
the type and dose of fluid. By emphasizing the necessity to individualize fluid therapy,
we hope to reduce the risk to our patients and improve their outcome.
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I.V. fluid therapy plays a vital role in establishing and maintaining cellular homeostasis in hospitalized patients. I.V. fluid administration is one of the most frequently used therapies
provided in hospitals. The most common indications for fluid
bolus therapy in critically ill patients include the management
of severe hypovolaemia, sepsis, perioperative correction of
large volume losses, and haemodynamic alterations, oliguria,
or both that is believed to be volume responsive.
When used appropriately i.v. fluids can obviously improve
outcomes.1 However, in view of the physiological complexity
of the considerations underpinning the use of fluid resuscitation, many physicians prescribing fluid therapy appear to lack
appropriate expertise or an appreciation for its potential to
cause harm. This concern was highlighted in ‘Knowing the
†

Risk, a review of the perioperative care of surgical patients’,
reported in 2011 by the National Confidential Enquiry into
Patient Outcome and Death in the UK (http://www.ncepod.
org.uk/2011report2/downloads/POC_fullreport.pdf). This report
found inappropriate fluid therapy, although rarely reported,
may occur in as many as one in five patients. The inappropriate
use of i.v. fluids ranges from inadequate resuscitation or rehydration leading to tissue hypoperfusion to excessive fluid
infusion leading to tissue oedema and severe electrolyte derangement. This results in high levels of morbidity, prolongation of hospitalization, and even excess mortality. Adverse
effects of i.v. infusions include fluid overload, organ damage
or failure (to the lungs, brain, and kidneys), hyponatraemia
and hypernatraemia, hyperchloraemic metabolic acidosis
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and the endpoints that are used in individual research studies.
This was recently demonstrated in the Fluid Expansion as Supportive Therapy study, where children on admission to hospital
in Africa with severe infection were randomized to receive no
fluid boluses (control, standard of care), or to receive fluid
boluses with either saline (NaCl 0.9%) or albumin.14 At 1 h,
more patients who received fluid boluses demonstrated reversal
of shock compared with patients who did not receive a fluid
bolus. However, when 48 h mortality was evaluated, patients
who received fluid boluses had higher mortality compared
with control patients (relative risk 1.45, 95% confidence interval
1.13–1.86, P¼0.003).15 This trial was conducted in resource
poor hospitals with no access to ventilation to optimize the management of sepsis and similar conditions in this setting.
The group felt that greater clarity was required in the terminology used to describe fluid therapy and sought to obtain
consensus on a set of definitions that could be applied across
a wide variety of clinical situations where fluids are administered. The focus centred on the escalation and de-escalation
of resuscitation fluids, and did not specifically cover the
use of maintenance fluids and electrolyte therapy (type/
indication/rates) in any depth.

(i) To define the goals of i.v. fluid therapy.
(ii) To identify the monitors of fluid need and effect (including traditional and novel devices).
(iii) To identify fluid therapy in different contexts, for
example, the pre-hospital setting or emergency room,
in the operating theatre, and in the intensive care unit.

The workgroup defined the terminology relevant for the topic
of fluid administration, which captured (i) time-dependent,
phase of illness, or both (Box 1) and (ii) rate and volume of
fluid administration (Box 2). The time- or phase-dependent
variables in fluid management largely drew on the recent
review by one of the workgroup members (J.-L.V.).16 The
lexicon describing volume–rate-dependent variables was considered to be less clearly standardized in the literature, so group
members agreed both to draw on existing definitions (referenced in Box 2) and to define, by consensus, appropriate
terms that encompassed modes of, indications for, fluid administration, or both.
The workgroup elected not to consider fluid resuscitation/
administration for children (,16 yr), pregnant women, burns
patients, and patients with acute shock who have chronic conditions (chronic renal failure, hepatic failure, diabetic ketoacidosis, and hyperosmolar states). Even though we recognize
its importance, we decided not to discuss the process of administration of fluids, for example, what route of administration,
type of catheters, or pumps should be used.

These questions served as a starting point for a consensus
statement.

Methods
For the specific methodology used in this ADQI conference, we
refer readers to the introductory article accompanying this
paper in the current issue of the Journal.12 Before the start of
the conference, the working group discussed the proposed
questions by electronic mail and subsequently identified and
shared the relevant literature on which to base discussion
and eventual consensus. A formal systematic review was not
conducted.

Definitions

Results
The use of fluid resuscitation therapy is not dependent on a
specific location of the patient in or outside of the hospital,
but rather on the indication for fluid therapy [for instance, a
patient with septic shock will be administered a similar fluid resuscitation regime in the emergency department and the intensive care unit (ICU)].13 Also, many different endpoints and
methods of achieving those endpoints have been described,
frequently describing differing therapies using the same
terminology.
The workgroup appreciated that the answer to the questions
posed would depend on the clinical context, the environment,

Box 1 Time-dependent considerations
† Resuscitation: administration of fluid for immediate
management of life-threatening conditions associated
with impaired tissue perfusion
† Titration: adjustment of fluid type, rate and amount
based upon context to achieve optimization of tissue
perfusion
† De-escalation: minimization of fluid administration;
mobilization of extra fluid to optimize fluid balance
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because of excess chloride administration, coagulation abnormalities, increased need for transfusion with blood products,
and increased fatalities with certain solutions.2 – 7 For this reason, it has been recommended that the use of fluid therapy
should be accorded similar status as drug prescribing.8 9
Current evidence teaches us that similar to other drugs, the
adverse effects of fluids are dependent on the type and dose
of fluid administered and the specific context in which they
are given. For instance, the 6S study found a higher mortality
and incidence of acute kidney injury (AKI) in patients with
severe sepsis who received hydroxyethylstarch solutions compared with the carrier solution of Ringer’s acetate.5 Also, in a
subanalysis of the SAFE study, there was a higher mortality
rate in patients with traumatic brain injury who were treated
with albumin solutions.10 As such, fluids should be considered
as any other drug, with specific indications and contraindications. The type of fluid, rate of fluid administration, and
dose should also be carefully considered.9 11
Given these considerations, the steering committee of the
12th Acute Dialysis Quality Initiative (ADQI) conference dedicated a workgroup with the task of considering when and
how fluids should be administered for resuscitation in critically
ill patients. More specifically, the working group was asked to
address three questions:
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† Fluid bolus: a rapid infusion to correct hypotensive shock.
It typically includes the infusion of at least 500 ml over a
maximum of 15 min
† Fluid challenge: 100–200 ml over 5–10 min with reassessment to optimize tissue perfusion17
† Fluid infusion: continuous delivery of i.v. fluids to maintain homeostasis, replace losses, or prevent organ
injury (e.g. prehydration before operation or for contrast
nephropathy)
† Maintenance: fluid administration for the provision of
fluids for patients who cannot meet their needs by oral
route. This should be titrated to patient need and
context and should include replacement of ongoing
losses. In a patient without ongoing losses, this should
probably be no more than 1 –2 ml kg21 h21
† Daily fluid balance: daily sum of all intakes and outputs
† Cumulative fluid balance: sum total of fluid accumulation over a set period of time18
† Fluid overload: cumulative fluid balance expressed as a
proportion of baseline body weight. A value of 10% is
associated with adverse outcomes19

The workgroup recommends that fluid therapy should be
tailored to the specific indications and the context of the
patient. We therefore proposed to consider and reflect upon
the concept of ‘Fit for Purpose Fluid Therapy’ (Table 1).

Stages of fluid therapy
The framework recently proposed by Vincent and De Backer16
recognizes four distinct phases or stages of resuscitation:
Rescue, Optimization, Stabilization, and De-escalation
(ROS-D) (Table 1 and Fig. 1). Logically, these describe the four
different clinical phases of fluid therapy, occurring over a timecourse in which patients experience a decreasing severity of
illness.

Table 1 Characteristics of different stages of resuscitation: ‘Fit for purpose fluid therapy’. GDT, goal directed therapy; DKA, diabetic keto acidosis;
NPO, nil per os; ATN, acute tubular necrosis; SSC, surviving sepsis campaign
Rescue

Optimization

Stabilization

De-escalation

Principles

Lifesaving

Organ rescue

Organ support

Organ recovery

Goals

Correct
shock

Optimize and maintain tissue
perfusion

Aim for zero or negative fluid
balance

Mobilize fluid accumulated

Time (usual)

Minutes

Hours

Days

Days to weeks

Phenotype

Severe shock

Unstable

Stable

Recovering

Fluid therapy

Rapid
boluses

Titrate fluid infusion conservative
use of fluid challenges

Minimal maintenance infusion only
if oral intake inadequate

Oral intake if possible
Avoid unnecessary i.v. fluids

Typical clinical
scenario

-

-

-

-

Amount
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Septic
shock
- Major
trauma

Intraoperative GDT
Burns
DKA

NPO postoperative patient
‘Drip and suck’ management
of pancreatitis

Patient on full enteral feed in
recovery phase of critical illness
- Recovering ATN

Guidelines, for example, SSC, pre-hospital resuscitation, trauma, burns, etc.
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The Rescue phase anticipates an immediate escalation of
fluid therapy, for resuscitation of the patient with lifethreatening shock (characterized by low arterial pressure,
signs of impaired perfusion, or both), and characterized by
the use of fluid bolus therapy (see Box 2). In Optimization,
the patient is no longer in immediate life-threatening danger
but is in a stage of compensated shock (but at high risk of decompensation) and any additional fluid therapy is given more
cautiously, and titrated with the aim of optimizing cardiac
function to improve tissue perfusion with ultimate goal of mitigating organ dysfunction. The workgroup felt strongly that a
clear distinction had to be made between a ‘fluid bolus’, that
is, large volume given rapidly to rescue, without close monitoring, and a ‘fluid challenge’ (see Box 2 for definition) which was
considered as a test where the effects of a more modest
volume given more slowly are assessed, in order to prevent inadvertent fluid overload (also defined in Box 2). Stabilization
reflects the point at which a patient is in a steady state so
that fluid therapy is now only used for ongoing maintenance
either in setting of normal fluid losses (i.e. renal, gastrointestinal, insensible), but this could also be fluid infusion (including
rehydration) if the patient was experiencing ongoing losses
because of unresolved pathology. However, this stage is distinguished from the prior two by the absence of shock (compensated or uncompensated) or the imminent threat of shock.
Finally, while in the first three stages (‘SOS’), fluids are usually
administered, in the last stage (D), fluids will also be removed
from the patient and usually, the goal will be to promote a
negative fluid balance (Fig. 2).
Typically, most patients requiring fluid resuscitation will
enter this conceptual framework in the Rescue phase (Fig. 1).
However, some may enter at the Optimization phase, as they
do not have hypotension and they are either in a compensated
state or are at imminent risk for shock, where fluid challenges
rather than fluid boluses are the initial management. All
patients will then proceed to Stabilization and De-escalation
as their clinical condition improves, and the prioritization for
fluid management now switches to prevention of its adverse
effects. The group recognized that this is a dynamic process

Box 2 Terminology
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Rescue
Optimization

Stabilization

Deescalation

Volume
status

Optimization
Rescue

Deescalation
Stabilization

Fig 2 Patients’ volume status at different stages of resuscitation.
Reproduced with permission from ADQI (www.ADQI.org).

where patients may experience temporary deterioration, for
example, as a consequence of a severe infection, necessitating
switching from a Stabilization strategy back to Optimization.
Less often, the clinical condition is again life threatening, for
example, as a consequence of septic or haemorrhagic shock,
moving the patient back into the Rescue phase.

Monitoring and reassessment
A most important aspect of this new conceptual framework
for fluid therapy is the individual assessment of the patient’s
fluid requirements, the timely administration of that fluid,
and then the frequent re-assessment of response and
ongoing needs. All too often, the ‘recipe’ fluid therapy that is
‘one size (dose) fits all’ is chosen for reasons of convenience
or possibly because clinicians do not actually think about
why they are giving fluids in the first place. While daily fluid
and electrolyte requirements can be reasonably well estimated for the average person, it is becoming more apparent

Discussion
Stages of fluid therapy: relevance to clinical trials
Several trials in recent years have examined the effect of different
compositions of i.v. fluids in varying scenarios. Identifying the
stage of fluid resuscitation in which these trials were conducted
may affect the way they are interpreted. The FIRST trial described
a group of patients undergoing resuscitation after major
trauma.20 These patients were severely injured with high injury
severity scores and significantly elevated plasma lactate levels.
The patients required in excess of 5 litre of i.v. fluid within the
first 24 h demonstrating that this trial took part in the Rescue
phase of resuscitation. Similarly, the CRISTAL trial enrolled severely hypotensive septic patients who required very large
volumes of fluid—again demonstrating a ‘Rescue Trial’.21
In contrast, when we examine the baseline characteristics
of the large SAFE and CHEST studies, which both included
7000 ICU patients, most patients were not, at the point of
entry into the trial, in the Rescue phase.6 22 These patients
were more commonly (at the point of ICU admission) in
either the Optimization phase of resuscitation as evidenced
by the significantly lower volumes of fluid administered and
longer time from presentation to enrolment. In a similar vein,
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Fig 1 Relationship between the different stages of fluid resuscitation. Reproduced with permission from ADQI (www.ADQI.org).

that patients, and certainly seriously ill patients, are not
‘average’ and have widely varying and individual requirements. To enable the clinician to assess fluid requirements,
we propose a minimum and desirable monitoring set at
each stage of fluid therapy (Fig. 3A and B).
In the Rescue phase, initial management should be initiated
using a combination of clinical and haemodynamic parameters
together with near-patient diagnostics and without need for
sophisticated initial assessment such as echocardiography
(Fig. 3A). In this phase, reassessment and re-challenge should
be performed without the clinician leaving the bedside; it
requires constant observation of the patient’s haemodynamic
situation in order to prevent life-threatening over- or undertreatment. Once fluid boluses have been given and the clinician
has determined that the patient has been ‘rescued’, additional
patient-centred data obtained by monitoring responses by
Echo/Doppler, CVP, and/or SCVO2 catheters to provide additional
goal-directed endpoints for further management (Fig. 3B) can
be used. These additional parameters will help determine the appropriate time to transition from Rescue to Optimization.
In the Optimization phase, the emphasis of fluid therapy
moves away from saving the life of the patient to ensuring adequate blood and therefore oxygen delivery to at-risk organs.
The aim in this phase is to prevent subsequent organ dysfunction and failure because of both hypoperfusion and tissue
oedema.
In the Stabilization and De-escalation phase, in contrast to
the Rescue and Optimization phase, the patient may only
need to be seen once every few hours with the clinician
either prescribing i.v. fluids (or potentially diuretics if there is
evidence of symptomatic volume overload) on the basis of
physical examination, blood chemistry, and the likely clinical
course (Fig. 3B).
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A
Minimum
monitoring

Rescue

Optimization

Stabilization

De-escalation

Rescue

Optimization

Stabilization

De-escalation

requirement
Blood pressure

Heart rate

Lactate/arterial

Capillary refill/
Pulse volume
Altered mental
status
Urine output

Fluid balance

B
Optimum
monitoring

Echo/Doppler

CVP monitoring

ScvO2

Caediac output

Signs of fluid
responsiveness
Fluid challenge

Fig 3 Assessment of fluid requirements. Reproduced with permission from ADQI (www.ADQI.org). (A) Minimum monitoring set at each stage of
fluid therapy. (B) Desirable monitoring set at each stage of fluid therapy.
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Blood gases
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the majority of trials in the perioperative fluid therapy have
generally been conducted within the Optimization phase.

Fluid resuscitation in the perioperative period

Fluid therapy for the prevention of organ damage
in specific cohorts
Fluid may also be administered to patients without significant,
or even any, fluid losses. For example, fluid may be given for the
prevention of organ damage, for example, before contrast administration, in cirrhotic patients with spontaneous bacterial
peritonitis, or maintenance fluid administration in patients
who cannot tolerate oral fluid intake. In these situations,
fluid infusions are generally utilized; however, the amount
and type of fluid may vary. Consensus guidelines for preventing
contrast nephropathy recommend using crystalloids (saline or
bicarbonate-based solutions) at rates of 1–1.5 ml kg21 h21 for
12 h before and 12 h after the contrast procedure.35 36 These
recommendations are based on achieving urine volumes
.150 ml h21 as these levels have been associated with
decreased risk for AKI. For emergent cases, when a 12 h prehydration regimen is not possible, 3 ml kg21 h21 is recommended
for 1 h before and continued for 6 h after the procedure.37 In
contrast, in cirrhotic patients, albumin solutions are preferred
to manage spontaneous bacterial peritonitis and to reduce
the effects of large-volume paracentesis.38 It should be
emphasized that fluid management (fluid infusion: see
Box 2) in these cases is designed to optimize tissue perfusion
and reduce risk for organ toxicity; however, it needs to be carefully titrated based on underlying co-morbidities, particularly
decreased renal function and heart failure. Appropriate deescalation of fluids and fluid mobilization are equally important in these situations to prevent the cumulative effect of
fluid administration during the patient’s hospital course. Maintenance fluids given for patients who cannot tolerate oral fluids
or who are awaiting surgical or radiological procedures are
similarly subject to wide variation. Underlying co-morbidities

Conclusions
I.V. fluid therapy can be lifesaving but like all medical interventions carries with it a degree of risk. The aims of the workgroup
were to define ‘Fit for purpose fluid therapy’ tailored to the specific indications, time-, phase-dependent variables, or both,
and the context of the patient. We created a conceptual framework on which future guidelines or research could be modelled
and expanded. The group aimed to move away from a ‘one size
fits all’ approach for the early phases of fluid therapy (introducing a distinction between a fluid bolus and that of a fluid challenge), towards a bespoke, carefully managed approach in
order to optimize patient outcome.

Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at British Journal of
Anaesthesia online.
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One particular subgroup of patients is those receiving fluids in
the perioperative setting (typically in the Optimization phase).
In this category, several clinical trials (and indeed metaanalyses and systematic reviews) have demonstrated the
benefit of using minimally invasive monitors of fluid responsiveness to guide goal-directed fluid therapy in order to optimize tissue oxygen delivery.23 – 33 However, this evidence may
need to be reconsidered, as the respiratory conditions used
in these studies may have been suboptimal. A recent large
study found that in patients at risk for pulmonary complications who underwent major abdominal surgery, a lungprotective (low tidal volume) ventilation strategy during the
operation resulted in less pulmonary and extra-pulmonary
complications within the first week after surgery compared
with a non-protective mechanical ventilation.34 This change
in ventilation management with lower tidal volumes will lead
to a reduction in changes in intra-thoracic pressure during
the respiratory cycle and a subsequent decrease in variation
in venous return and resulting stroke volume/systolic pressure.

including diabetes and chronic kidney disease often dictate
the amount and type of fluid used. We recommend that underlying co-morbidities should be considered in the same context
of ‘fit for purpose’ to individualize maintenance fluid therapy
with careful monitoring to prevent fluid accumulation.
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